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anfrobuclion
Many things happen in the night. Sometimes we are fast asleep and
never hear anything. Sometimes we have wonderful dreams or
scary nightmares! There are people who work at night and animals
that sleep all day and stay awake all night. Are you afraid of the
dark? Many people are! In this bibliography you will find books
about dreams that are good and some that get the characters into
trouble. There are books about monsters and ghosts that come out
at night if you like to be scared out of your wits! There are books
about ways to overcome your fear of the dark and to get rid of
things that hide in closets or under beds. Them are even books that
tell about nights that are six months long in other parts of the
world. Enjoy your magical adventure into the dark and dreamy
world of the night.

GUIDE TO BOOK NUMBERS:
RC cassette book

CBI; cassette book (produced in Florida)

BR braille book

FBC computer produced braille (Florida)

FBR thermoformed copy of braille (Florida)

RD recorded disc

TB recorded disc (older, the library

usually has a single copy of these titles)
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BEAUTIFUL BLACK

RC25047 Adler, C. S. FOOTSTEPS ON THE STAIRS.

Dodie and her new stepsister Anne become unlikely

friends when they hear footsteps in the night and uncover

a trail of ghostly clues. Their parents think they are
imagining things, but Dodie and Anne know the old

beach house is haunted. For grades 5-8 and older readers.

RC21793 Alcock, Vivien. THE STONEWALKERS.

The one remarkable thing about Poppy Brown is that she
tells preposterous lies. Only her best friend believes her

story about seeing an antique statue come to life. When

the two girls set off to search for the statue, they begin a

night of stone-cold terror. For grades 5-8.

RC25340 Alcock, Vivien. TRAVELERS BY NIGHT.

Two circus children are determined to save an old elephant

from destruction. Kidnapping the animal, they set out on

a dangerous night journey across the countryside to find a

safari park as a haven for the elephant. For grades 6-9.

RC22666 Allard, Harry. BUMPS IN THE NIGHT.
A humorous story about a very friendly ghost. For
grades K-3 to share with older readers.

BBTBLS-29 (05/01/94)/mas
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131105614 AND GOD BLESS ME: PRAYERS, LULLABIES,

AND DREAM-POEMS.

Eighteen warm, comforting verses for bedtime sharing.

For preschool grade 2 and parents. Print/Braille.

RC17434 Anderson, Mary. STEP ON A CRACK.
Sarah is plagued by recurrent nightmares about killing
her mother, a very loving g,nd sensitive woman. When an

aunt whom she has never een comes to visit, Sarah also

begins to walk in her sleep. Taut psychological suspense

for grades 6-9 and older interested readers.

RC08937 Arthur, Ruth M. AFTER CANDLEMAS.
Warned to stay home on Candlemas night, one of four

annual witch festivals, Harriet ventures out anyway and

discovers a boy spying on a coven of witches during their

celebration. For grades 5-8.

RC16272 Avi. NIGHT JOURNEYS.

Twelve-year-old Peter York, an orphan, joins the search

for two runaway servants, thinking only of the reward

money. When he discovers that the runaways are

mistreated children of his own age, ho decides to help

them escape. A suspenseful tale for grades 5-8.

BBTBLS-29 (05/01/94)/mas 2



RC18900 Baker, Olaf. WHERE THE BUFFALOES BEGIN.

The legend of a brave little Indian boy who ventures out

alone one night to find a mighty buffalo herd. His

adventure ends with a wild and unforgettable ride

through the dark to save his people. For grades 2-4 and
older readers.

BR06128 Berger, Barbara. THE DONKEY'S DREAM.
A donkey has fantastic dreams while crossing the desert.

At the end of the day, the lady who has been riding on his

back gives birth to a special baby, the baby Jesus. For
preschool - grade 3. Print/Braille.

BR03037 Bran ley, Franklyn Mansfield. SUNSHINE MAKES THE

SEASONS.

Explains how sunshine and the tilt of the earth's axis

cause changing seasons and days and nights of different
lengths. For grades 2-4. Print/Braille.

BR07124 Bran ley, Franklyn Mansfield. WHAT MAKES DAY
AND NIGHT.

Shows how the earth's turning around the sun causes day
and night. For grades K-3. Print/Braille.

CBF1560 Brett, Jan. THE MITTEN.

Several animals sleep snugly in Nick's lost mitten until

the bear sneezes. For preschool - grade 2.
BBTBLS-29 (05/01/94)/nos 3
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BR07508 Bunting, Eve. GIIOST'S HOUR, SPOOK'S HOUR,
At midnight, Biff the dog and his young master are

awakened by the "W000000" of the wind, and experience

a series of truly frightening incidents, all of which turn out

to have logical explanations. For preschool -grade 2. Print/

Braille.

RC26831 Bunting, Eve. SIXTH-GRADE SLEEPOVER.
The sixth grade's Rabbit Reading Club is having an all-
night readatlion, and Janey is afraid to go because of an
embarrassing secretshe's afraid of the dark. Her new
classmate, Rosie, also has a secret that makes her fearful

of the sleepovershe reads on the first-grade level. For

grades 4-7.

BR05460 Burningham, John. THE BLANKET.
The whole family joins the search when a little boy

misplaces the blanket he always takes to bed with him. A

very short, easy story for preschoolers to share with

adults. Print/Braille.

RC20429 Calhoun, Mary. THE NIGHT THE MONSTER CAME.

After finding giant footprints in the snow around the

garbage cans, Andy is sure that Bigfoot is stalk-ig his

house. A suspenseful story for grades 2-4.

BERLS-29 (05/01/94)/mas 4



RC19718 Callen, Larry. DASHIEL AND THE NIGHT.
BR05245 Dashiel uses every way he can dream of to overcome his

fear of the dark. A nighttime fantasy for grades 2-4.

RC31512 Cameron, Ann. JULIAN, DREAM DOCTOR.

BR08240 Julian wants to give his dad a special giftsomething he
has always dreamed offor his birthday. So he enlists
the help of his baby brother Huey and his best friend

Gloria to find out just what that might be. When they
overhear Dad mumbling "two snakes..big ones," in his

sleep, Julian duly catches them and presents them at his

dad's party, only to learn that snakes are really Dad's

recurring nightmare. For grades 2-4 and older readers.

BR05617 Carlson, Natalie Savage. SPOOKY NIGHT.

A witch's black cat who wants to be a family pet must

perform one last bit of Halloween magic before the witch

will set him free. For grades K-3. Print/Braille.

RC33738 Carter, Anne. THE TWELVE DANCING PRINCESSES.

The king simply cannot understand how his twelve

daughters wear out twelve new pairs of satin shoes every

night while locked in their bedchamber in Castle Belvedere.

Michael, a young cattle herder who dreams of marrying a

princess, is determined to solve the mystery for the king. If

he fails, it will cost him his head; if he succeeds, he will be
able to marry the princess of his choice. For grades 2-4.

BBT1jLS-29 (05/01/94) /mas 5
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RC17827 Clymer, Eleanor Lowenton. HORATIO GOES TO THE

COUNTRY.

Horatio the cat hates everything about his forced visit to

the farm until he ventures out one glorious moonlit night

to explore the meadow. For grades 2-4.

BR02431 Coatsworth, Elizabeth Jane. GOOD NIGHT.
A bedtime book about the first star of evening which

watches the birds, animals, and finally a restless little boy

settle down for the night. For preschool - grade 2. Print/

Braille.

BR07464 Cole, Babette. THE SLIMY BOOK.
A clever, comic book about slime, in rhyme! For

grades 2-4.

RC09196 Cooper, Susan. THE GREY KING.

Will Stanton, visiting in Wales, is swept into a desperate

quest to find the golden harp and to awaken the ancient

sleepers. Newbery Medal. For grades 6-9.

BR05502 Dabcovich, Lydia. SLEEPY BEAR.

Sleepy Bear turns into his cave as the leaves fall in

autumn and wakes in spring to follow the buzzing bees to

honey. A simple story for preschool - grade 2. Print/Braille.

BIUBLS-29 (05/01 /94) /tnas 6
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RC14535 Dawood, N. J. TALES FROM THE ARABIAN

BR04219 NIGHTS.
Translation of the thirty traditional Arabic tales about
genies, magicians, mythical beasts, and ordinary people

who find themselves in extraordinary situations. For

grades 5-8 and older readers.

RC28196 Delton, Judy. RABBIT GOES TO NIGHT SCHOOL.

Rabbit is bored. Duck suggests gardening and Beaver

suggests a business, but Rabbit decides that a magic class

at night school is the solution. When he invites Duck and

Beaver over to see his new trick, he accidently pulls a

rabbit from the hat instead of a handkerchief. For
preschool - grade 2.

RC31898 Dickinson, Peter. MERLIN DREAMS.

As the wizard Merlin lies imprisoned under a great rock,

he dreams these nine stories of blood, magic, and fabulous

creatures. For grades 4-8 and older readers.

BBTRLS-29 (05/01/94)/mas 7
11.



RC12716 Dixon, Franklin W. THE CLUE OF THE SCREECHING

OWL.

The Hardy Boys travel to the Pocono Mountains to help

their father's friend solve the mystery of Black Hollow.

A small puppy helps the boys, who encounter the

disappearance of men and dogs, blood-curdling screams

in the night, and fantastic stories of vengeful ghosts. For
grades 3-6.

RC16722 Dixon, Franklin W. NIGHT OF THE WEREWOLF.
BR04826 A ferocious wolf-like creature appears in a small town

during the full moon, attacking livestock and terrorizing

residents. The natural suspect, a young man with a

history of werewolves in his family, hires the Hardy boys
to clear his name. For grades 4-7.

RC25544 DRAGONS & DREAMS.

In these ten fantasy and science-fiction stories by Jane

Yolen, Bruce Coville, Monica Hughes, Patricia A.

McKillip, and others, we sample nightmares that come

true, a dvagon tale, a wizardly adventure, the myster

world of the sea, and much, much more. For grades 6-9.

BBTBLS-29 (05/01/94)/mos 8
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BRO7112 Dragonwagon, Crescent. HALF A MOON AND ONE
WHOLE STAR.

As Susan dozes, sleeps, and dreams, the summer night

comes alive. Owls, bats, and night frogs become active,

Johnny goes to play his saxophone at the club, and

bakers begin making bread. A "sleeptime" story in
rhyme for preschool grade 2. Print/Braille.

RC33710 Dragonwagon, Crescent. MARGARET ZIEGLER IS
HORSE-CRAZY.

Margaret Ziegler is absolutely, positively crazy about
horses! She has read 157 books about horses just this

year. She draws horses; she has a collection of wood,

china, and plastic horses; she gallops like a horse; and
she dreams day and night about the Country Life Riding
Day Camp that she will attend this summerand the real
horse that she will finally have a chhitce to ride. For
grades 2-4.

RC27808 Duran, Cheli. HILDILID'S NIGHT.

An old woman who hates owls, stars, shadows, and

everything else about the night tries as hard as she can to
chase it away. For preschool - grade 2.

BBTBLS-29 (05/01/94)/mns 9 /3



BR06790 East, Ben. FOUND ALIVE.
True story of winter survival in the northern Michigan

woods. On a cold November night, fourteen-year-old

Earl Harmon, Jr. becomes lost while on Nis first hunting

trip. Easy reading for grades 5-8 and older readers.

RC08743 Fleischman, Albert Sidney. THE GHOST ON SATURDAY

NIGHT.
When a stranger gives Opie two tickets to a ghost-raising

in exchange for some help, Opie never guesses that he

will have front row seats to a bank robbery. For grades

3-6.

BR05264 Fleischman, Paul. THE HALF-A-MOON INN.
A boy who is without speech wanders into a blizzard in

search of his mother, who has not returned home from

market. Nearly frozen, the boy stumbles on the Half-a-

Moon Inn, a haunted place where kings masquerade as

beggars and the evil innkeeper reads her guests' dreams.

An eerie tale for grades 3-6.

BR00974 Fox, Paula. THE STONE-FACED BOY.

Only his strange great-aunt seems to understand the

thoughts behind a young boy's expressionless face as he

returns on an eerie, snowy night from rescuing a dog that
dislikes him. For grades 5-8.

BBTBLS-29 (05/01/94) /inns 10
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BR06436 Fradin, Dennis B. SKVI,AB.

The Skylab astronauts slept in sleeping bags hung from
the ceiling and had special techniques to keep their food
from floating away. These and other details of life in
space are described in this simple explanation of the first
U. S. space station. For grades 2-4.

RC26204 Freschet, Berniece. FURLIE CAT.
Fur lie is a fraidy cat; he is even afraid of his own
shadow. So he practices being brave. And he becomes so
brave that he is soon a bully, scaring everyone else. That
is, until the night he is trapped in a tree. For preschool -
grade 2.

RC33073 Galbraith, Kathryn Osebold. LAURA CHARLOTTE.
Laura can't sleep. She's tried, but her eyes just won't
stay shut. So Laura begs her mother to tell once again
the tale of her gray flannel elephant, Charlotte, made by
her grandmother for her mother, and passed down to her.
For preschool - grade 2 to share with older readers.

BBTBLS-29 (05/01/94)/ms
11 15



RC33180 Garfield, Leon. FOOTSTEPS.
William Jones, twelve, lives with his father in eighteenth-

century London. Each night he lies awake listening to his

gravely fil father pacing back and forth. One night the
footsteps stop, and Mr. Jones, near death, confesses that

years ago he committed a grievous sin against a business

partner, IVIr. Diamond. The night after his father's death

William again hears the footsteps and knows he must

find Mr. Diamond so Mr. Jones may rest in peace. For

grades 6-9.

BR00975 Garfield, Leon. MISTER CORBETT'S GHOST.
Benjamin Partridge, apprentice to a ruthless apothecary,

wishes the old man dead as he makes a late delivery on a

cold, black New Year's Eve. Before the night is over, old

Mister Corbett is dead, and Benjamin is involved in a

deal with the devil himself. For grades 5-8.

RC32783 Garrison, Christian. THE DREAM EATER.

Yukio, a young Japanese boy, has been having a terrible

dream every time he sleeps, and decides to sleep no more.

He soon learns that everyone else in the village has also

been having recurring nightmares. When Yukio bravely

rescues a hungry baku (they find nightmares delicious),

the nightmares are devoured. For grades 2-4.

BBTBLS-29 (05/01/94)/mas 12
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RC21767 Gauch, Patricia Lee. NIGHT TALKS.

Three well-intentioned girls from a ritzy Detroit suburb
share their tent at summer camp with Margaret, a wild
inner-city girl. The suburban girls grow to like Margaret,

and when their night talks reveal a frightening secret about

her, the of er three write a letter that changes all their lives.

Some strong language. For grades 6-9 and older readers.

RC16677 George, Jean Craighead. RIVER RATS, INC.

Rafting illegally at night down the Colorado River with a

mysterious cargo, two boys are shipwrecked when their
raft bursts. Their survival depends on their own ingenuity

and the help of a wild boy they find living along the river.
For grades 5-8.

RC12382 Gidal, Sonia. MY VILLAGE IN FINLAND.

Markku Ruut guides readers through a peaceful summer
day in the farms and forests of his Finnish village where

daylight lasts until ten or eleven at night. For grades 3-6.

4,4

BBTBLS-29 (05/01/94)/mas 13
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RC25051 Giff, Patricia Reilly. THE CANDY CORN CONTEST.

Even though he's just as anxious as the rest of the kids in

room 113 to guess how many can ly co' xis are in the huge

jar on Ms. Rooney's desk, Richard Best has extra worries
on his mindsuch as the sleeping arrangements for his

upcoming sleepover party. It seems none of the boys

want to come if it means having to sleep near smelly

Matthew Jackson, who wets his bed. Book three in the

Kids of the Polk Street School. For grades 2-4.

RC11370 Goudey, Alice E. THE DAY WE SAW THE SUN COME

UP.

A brother and sister rise before dawn to see the sun come

up for the first time in their lives. They follow the sun all

day long, and after supper their mother explains what

makes day and night. For grades K-3.

RC10655 Greene, Constance C. THE EARS OF LOUIS.

Every night skinny Louis prays that his ears will shrink

and his muscles will grow so he can beat up the school

bullies whose teasing makes his life miserable. For

grades 4-6.

BBTBLS-29 (05/01/94)/mas 14
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BR02215 Greene, Constance C. THE UNMAKING OF RABBIT.

Eleven-year-old Paul has lots of problems but no friends.

Then Freddie Gibson and his gang invite Paul to their

sleep-out if he will help them break into a house. For

grades 5-8.

RC23390 Hamilton, Virginia. WILLIE BEA AND THE TIME

THE MARTIANS LANDED.

On Halloween night, 1938, an extended black family

reunited Ohio hears the news that Martians have
landed in New Jersey. It is the famous Orson Welles

hoax, butlike so many othersWillie Bea and her family
don't know that. They experience a night of terror in
which protective Willie Bea becomes a heroine. For

grades 5-8.

BR05606 Hancock, Sibyl. ESTEBAN AND THE GHOST.

A merry Spanish tinker spends Halloween night in a

haunted castle waiting for a ghost who has terrified the

entire countryside. When the strange figure finally ap-

pears, it is unlike anything Esteban could possibly have

imagined. A spirited tale for grade K-3. Print/Braille.

RC22035 Hautzig, Deborah. LITTLE WITCH'S BIG NIGHT.
As punishment for cleaning up her room, Little Witch

has to stay home on Halloween night. For preschool -

grade 2.
BBTBLS-29 (05/01/94)/mas 15
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RC23473 Hawkes, Nigel. SPACE SHUTTLE.
Discusses the development of a reusable space vehicle

and describes plans for the shuttle program. How the
shuttle works and how its crew eats, sleeps, and operates

in space are explained. For grades 4-7.

RC29870 Heyer, Marilee. THE WEAVING OF A DREAM.

Long, long ago in the East, there lived a poor widow who

supported her three sons by weaving exquisite brocades.

Inspired by a beautiful painting, she spends three long

years weaving her dreams into a brocade, only to have it

stolen by the fairies of Sun Mountain. Her sons set out

on a magical journey to retrieve it. For grades 3-6 and

older readers.

BR03739 Hildick, Edmuni Wallace. TIME EXPLORERS, INC.
Two schoolboys who experiment with predicting the future

through their dreams find that their predictions are
becoming deadly accurate. For grades 5-8.

RC27528 Hirsh, Marilyn. JOSEPH WHO LOVED THE SABBATH.

A Jewish foiktale about a poor, humble man named .Joseph,

who, after working all week for the greedy, selfish Sorab,

celebrates each Sabbath with joy. It is revealed to Sorab in

a dream that Joseph will one day own all that he has, and

Sorab tries his best to prevent this from coming true. For

preschool - grade 2.
BBTBLS-29 (05/01/94)/mas 16
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CBF1260 Ho labird, Katharine. ALEXANDER AND THE DRAGON,

FBC167 Alexander is not afraid of dogs or thunderstorms; he
likes roller coasters and swimming underwater. The only

thing that really frightens him is the dark, especially

when he's alone in his room at bedtime. Even with the
night-light on, there are scary creatures hiding behind
the furniture. One night, Alexander sees a long shadow
under his bed. He's sure it's a fierce dragon, and he
doesn't want to sleep in his room anymore. But with his
parents' encouragement, Alexander decides to be very
brave. What happens next is quite unexpected and very
surprising. For grades K-3.

BR07037 Howe, James. NIGHT-NIGHTMARES.

When the Monroe family plans their first camping trip,
Harold the dog doesn't think it will be much fun with the

ticks and cockleburs. Chester the cat fears the evil spirits
set loose on St. George's Eve, the worst night of the year.

But they go along anyway for a fun-filled night of

imagined horrors. For grades 4-7.

BBTBLS -29 (05/01/94) /mas 17
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BR07847 Hughes, Langston. THE DREAM KEEPER AND

OTHER POEMS.
Langston Hughes was known as "The poet laureate of

Black America." This collection, selected for young

people by Hughes himself, includes, "Dreams," "The
Negro Speaks of River," "Mother to Son," and "I, T oo."

For grades 6-9 and older readers.

RC12920 Hunter, Mollie. A FURL OF FAIRY WIND.

Four short Scottish tales about people who encounter the

world of fairies and changelings, spells and enchantment,

mischief and dreams of gold. For grades 3-6.

BR02455 Hutchins, Pat. GOOD NIGHT, OWL.
Poor Owl tries to sleep but it is impossible because his

noisy neighbors keep him awake all day long. After the

day animals fall asleep in the evening, Owl takes his

screeching revenge. For grades K-3. Print/Braille.

RC10402 Jackson, Jacqueline. THE GHOST BOAT.

On the night of a lunar eclipse, a band of children on a

dock see a half-sunken boat that they think belongs to the

ghost of a fisherman who drowned in the lake. For

grades 4-6.

BBTBLS -29 (05/01/90/ms 18
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RC11588 Janice. LITTLE BEAR'S CHRISTMAS.
Little Bear awakens early from his winter sleep, just in
time for Christmas. For grades K-3.

RC11594 Janice. LITTLE BEAR'S THANKSGIVING.
Little Bear's friends work hard to wake him from his
winter sleep so he can eat Thanksgiving at Goldie's
house. For grades K-3.

RC11968 Jarrell, Randall. FLY BY NIGHT.
Short, poetic fantasy about a boy who can fly after dark
but in the daytime remembers nothing of his nighttime
journeys. For grades 4-7.

RD14858 Johnston, Tony. NIGHT NOISES AND OTHER MOLE
AND TROLL STORIES.

Four little stories in which dreamy, impulsive Mole and
his down-to-earth friend Troll have their ups and downs.
Mole makes four wishes. Troll visits Mole and almost
overstays his welcome. Troll loses a tooth and night
noises scare the pair of friends. For grades K-3.

BR06767 Keller, Rosanne. FIVE DOG NIGHT, AND OTHER
TALES.

Three very brief stories and a poem, originally written
for students in Alaska. Easy reading for grades 2-4 and
older readers.

BBTBLS-29 (05/01/94)/mas 19
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RC12352 Ketteikamp, Larry. DREAMS.

Introduction to the realm of dreams including ancient

beliefs, current scientific knowledge, and theory about a

phenomenon that continues to intrigue and amaze people
the world over. For grades 5-8.

BR06956 Krensky, Stephen. LIONEL AT LARGE.

Lionel faces such trials as having to eat his vegetables, go

to the doctor, look for his sister's lost snake, and sleep

over for the very first time. Easy reading for grades 2-4.

RC22435 Langton, Jane. A DIAMOND IN THE WINDOW.

As Eleanor and Eddy follow the clues scratched on an

attic window in their old house in Concord, Massachusetts,

they become involved in a series of dreamlike adventures

that are frighteningly real. Will Eleanor and Eddy be able
to free the lost children and a prince, or will they too become

trapped in the nightmare? For grades 4-7 and older
readers.

RC22447 Leodhas, Sorche Nic. ALWAYS ROOM FOR ONE MORE.
A lilting story based on an old Scottish folk song about
generous I,achie MacLachlan, who invites every traveler

who passes on a dark, stormy night into his wee house in
the heather. For grades K-3. Caldecott Medal.

BBTBLS-29 (05/01/94)/mas 20



BR05826 Levy, Elizabeth. DRACULA IS A PAIN PN THE NECK.

Robert is nearly the youngest camper at summer camp,

and ike gets scared when the counselor tells a bedtime

story about Dracula on the very first night of camp. The
next morning Robert's tent mates find two strange marks
on his neck, and the whole camp begins a Dracula watch.

For grades 2-4.

RC18631 Lobel, Arnold. HOW THE ROOSTER SAVED THE DAY.

A robber who can only work at night plots to kill the

rooster who crows each morning to bring up the sun.

But the shrewd rooster outwits him. For preschool -

grade 2.

BR07918 Locker, Thomas. WASHINGTON IRVING'S RIP VAN
WINKLE.

Long ago in the Catskill Mountains there was a Dutch

settlement in which a simple, good-natured, rather lazy

fellow named Rip Van Winkle lived. One day while out

hunting he came upon a strange company of men playing

nine-pins. Rip tasted their brew and fell into a deep sleep

that lasted for twenty years. A retelling of Washington

Irving's classic tale. For grades K-3 and older readers.
Print/Braille.

BBTBLS-29 (05/01/94) /ryas 21 25



BR08902 Loh, Morag Jeanette. TUCKING MOMMY IN.

"I'm so tired that I can't think straight," declared
Mommy one evening. So Sue volunteered to tell the

bedtime story, and Mommy fell asleep across Jenny's

bed. How will the two girls undress her and get her int
her own bed? For preschool grade 2. Print /Braille.

RC32528 Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth. PAUL REVERE'S RIDE.

Paul Revere's ride took place on the eve of the American

Revolution. On the night of April 18, 1775, the British

soldiers secretly left Boston for Concord where the

colonists' arms were stored. Paul Revere, told of their
movement by his friend who watched from the Old North

Church, rode the countryside to warn that the British

were coming. Longfellow's famous poem tells of that

night. For grades 2-4 and older readers.

FBC113 Mahy, Margaret. 17 KINGS AND 42 ELEPHANTS.

Seventeen kings and forty-two elephants romp with a

variety of jungle animals during their journey through a

wild, wet night. For preschool - grade 2,
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RC32808 Martin, Ann M. KAREN'S SLEEPOVER.

Seven-year-old Karen Brewer lives in Stoneybrook,

Connecticut, with her mother, stepfather, and little brother,

Andrew. Every other weekend and for two weeks during the

summer she and Andrew live with their father, stepmother,

stepsister, three stepbrothers, and adopted baby sister.

Karen is having her very first sleepoverat her father's
house, and she can invite ten people. (Baby-Sitters Little

Sister book; #9). For grades 2-4.

RC30856 Martin, Bill. BARN DANCE!

Unable to sleep on the night of a full moon, a young boy
follows the sound of music to the barn, where he finds the

animals holding a dance. Told in the rhythmic cadence
of a square dance caller. For preschool - grade 2.

RC28687 Mayper, Monica. AFTER GOOD-NIGHT.

After being tucked into bed, Nan lies awake watching

and listening until everyone else in the house is asleep.
For preschool - grade 2.

RC23550 McGovern, Aitn. NIGHT DIVE.
A twelve-year-old girl overcomes her fear of the dark
and joins her mother on a nighttime scuba dive in the
waters of the Caribbean. She finds that a coral reef at
night is a strange and magical place. For grades 4-8.
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RC36183 McKissack, Patricia C. DARK-THIRTY: SOUTHERN

TALES OF THE SUPERNATURAL.

The author invites readers to gather in the "dark-
thirty"the eerie half hour just before dark, for ten tales
inspired by African-American folklore and history. In

"We Organized" a cruel owner is forced by magic to

free his slaves; in "Justice" a KKK lynching victim

returns to haunt; and in "The 11.39" a porter knows
when his time is up. Coretta Scott King Award. For
grades 5-8 and older readers.

BR07506 McQueen, John Troy. A WORLD FULL OF MONSTERS.

A young boy tells himself a delightful story about the

friendly monsters of long ago to explain away the noises

of the night. For preschool - grade 2. Print/Braille.

RC13540 Miles, Bernard. FAVORITE TALES FROM

BR04049 SHAKESPEARE.

Lively prose retellings of five Shakespeare plays:

"Macbeth," "Hamlet," "Romeo and Juliet," "T welfth
Night," and "A Midsummer Night' s Dream." For
grades 5-8 and older interested readers.
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BR00267 Minarik, Else Holmelund. LITTLE BEAR.
Four episodes about Little Bear in which he tries to
persuade his mother to make him a winter outfit, makes
himself some birthday soup, takes an imaginary trip to
the moon, and finally goes to sleep as his mother tells him
a story. For grades K-3.

RC22779 Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. NIGHT CRY.
Ellen lives with her father in a cabin back in the hills of
Mississippi. Because her father is a traveling salesman,
Ellen is left alone with her fears about a suspicious
stranger who settles in a nearby cabin, the terrifying
horse that killed her brother, and eerie cries that break
the silence of the nights For grades 5-8 and older readers.

RC29619 Nixon, Joan Lowery. THE DARK AND DEADLY POOL.
Responsible for closing up the swanky health-club pool
each night, sixteen-year-old Mary Elizabeth is te:Tified
when she spots an unauthorized swimmer in the dark
water. Though the security chief chalks it up to a case of
teenage nerves, Mary Elizabeth is convinced that
something strange is going on, especially when she
discovers a series of bizarre occurrences, including
murder. For grades 6-9 and older readrs.
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CBF1357 Osborne, Mary Pape. MOONHORSE.
A winged horse takes a child on a wonderful night

journey into outer space. For grades K-3.

CBF1830 Pevsner, Stella. THE NIGHT THE WHOLE CLASS

SLEPT OVER.

Eleven-year-old Dan, whose artist parents have kept him

moving around all his life, fears he will lose the friends

he has made at his new school, until the class sleepover

coincides with a bad winter storm. For grades 4-7.

BR00776 Porter, Sheena. THE BRONZE CHRYSANTHEMUM.
After three children buy their mother chrysanthemums

from a gypsy, oiie meets the Mouseman, another hears

noises in the night, holes are cut in one of the window

panes, and the dog disappears. For grades 4-6.

RC25131 Prelutsky, Jack. MY PARENTS THINK I'M SLEEPING.

What's it like to go to bed but not to sleep? Sometimes

you're nervous; sometimes you're thoughtful. Sometimes

all you can think of is the cake in the kitchen. Fourteen

short bedtime poems for preschool - grade 2.
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RC12764 Prelutsky, Jack. NIGHTMARES: POEMS TO

TROUBLE YOUR SLEEP.

Twelve creepy poems about creatures of the realm of

darkness: ghouls, bogeymen, werewolves, ogres, and

others of their ilk. For grades 3-6.

RC28420 Quackenbush, Robert M. STAIRWAY TO DOOM: A

MISS MALLARD MYSTERY.

Miss Mallard, the world famous "ducktective," has been
invited, along with thirteen other relatives, to Duckinbill

Castle to hear the reading of her late great-aunt's will.
In order to receive their inheritance, the ducks must

spend the night. But one by one they disappear, until

Miss Mallard solves the mystery. For grades 2-4.

RC30848 Ransome, Arthur. OLD PETER'S RUSSIAN TALES.
Old Peter lives in a small but (Jeep in the forest with his

grandchildren Vanya and Maroosia. At night, they sit

snugly by the fire and listen to Old Peter's tales. These

tales told in Russia many years ago are of Prince Ivan

and his terrifying iron-toothed baby sister the witch; of

Martha who never complained of cold even to Frost

himself; and of Sadko the poor merchant and his river-

bride. For grades 6-9 and older readers.
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RC15424 Ricciuti, Edward R. SOUNDS OF ANIMALS AT NIGHT.

Describes the nighttime sounds of many animals,

explaining the mechanics of the calls, their seasonal

changes, and their meanings. For grades 3-6.

RC26528 Ride, Sally. TO SPACE & BACK.
Describes what it is like to travel in space aboard the

space shuttle, where eating, sleeping, getting dressed, and

other simple routines become complicated because of

weightlessness. For grades 2-4 and older readers.

RC21349 Roberts, Willo Davis. THE PET-SITTING PERIL.
Nick takes what seem to be simple pet-sitting jobs in a

creepy old apartment house. Suspicious "accidents" that
happen around the old house lead to one terrifying night

when Nick finds himself alone there except for the pets.

For grades 4-7.

BR07714 Rosenbloom, Joseph. SPOOKY RIDDLES AND JOKES.

A collection of more than 700 riddles and jokes about

monsters, ghosts, vampires, mummies, and other things

that go bump in the night. For grades 5-8.
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BR07925 Ross, Lillian. THE LITTLE OLD MAN AND HIS
DREAMS.

Many years ago there lived a Little Old Man. When his
granddaughter, Shoshanna, announced her plans to wed,

he was overjoyed that he would see her stand beneath the

wedding chuppah on the first night of Chanukah, So the
Little Old Man began a dangerous journey to the village
over the mountain where his granddaughter lived. For
grades K-3 to share with older readers. Print/Braille.

BR02232 Rounds, Glen. THE COWBOY TRADE.

Depicts the real life of cowboys who often spend endless

hours in the saddle, deal with violent horses and cattle,

and sleep on the ground for weeks at a time. For grades
4-6.

RC25753 Ryder, Joanne. THE NIGHT FLIGHT.

One night after falling asleep, Anna flies to her favorite

park--only to find it filled with crocodiles, monkeys, and

a lion who takes her to his secret waterfall. A dream
fantasy for preschool - grade. 2.
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RC29632 San Souci, Robert. THE LEGEND OF SLEEPY

HOLLOW.

A schoolmaster namel Ichabod Crane moves to Sleepy

Hollow where he loves the tales told by the townsfolk of

ghosts and goblinsand of the Headless Horseman,
especially. He also loves Katrina Van Tassel, a wealthy

farmer's daughter. One night Ichabod has a frightening
encounter with the Headless Horseman, and is never seen

in Sleepy Hollow again. For grades 2-4 and older readers.

RC30728 San Souci, Robert D. SHORT AND SHIVERY: THIRTY

CHILLING TALES.

Restless spirits, impish demons, and other frightening

creatures haunt these thirty spine-tingling tales from

around the world. For grades 5-8.

RC21845 Sandburg, Carl. RAINBOWS ARE MADE: POEMS.

Seventy humorous and serious poems by one of
America's most famous poets. The poems describe

people, word play, everyday things, nature and night.

For grades 6-9 and older readers.
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BR06138 Schertle, Mice. GOODNIGHT, HATTIE, MY DEARIE,
MY DOVE.

Hattie cannot go to sleep alone, knowing her nine friends

are unhappy. One by one she gives a reason why each

must join her. Finally there are ten in bed. For
preschool - grade 2. Print/Braille.

BR05909 Schwartz, Alvin. IN A DARK, DARK ROOM, AND

OTHER SCARY STORIES.

Seven very short, scary stories to tell at night in front of

the fire or in the dark. For grades K-3 to share with
older readers. Print/Braille.

RC22906 Sendak, Maurice. WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE.
BR05919 After being sent to bed without supper for misbehaving,

Max puts on his wolf suit and sails away "through night
and day and in and out of weeks and almost over a year"
to where the wild things are. An imaginative fantasy for

grades K-3. Caldecott Medal. Print/Braille.
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RC29756 Service, Pamela F. WHEN THE NIGHT WIND HOWLS.

Thirteen-year-old Sid and her mother move to a small
Indiana town where they join the local theater group.

Sid begins to notice strange things, and when her friend

Joel admits that he, too, has been seeing ghosts, Sid

begins to delve. Her suspicions soon focus on Byron

Vincenti, the handsome but strange leading man. Has
Vincenti sold his soul to the devil for immortality? For

grades 6-9 and older readers.

RC34055 Seuss, Dr. DR. SEUSS' SLEEP BOOK.

A zany story in rhyme that begins with a very small bug,

by the name of Van Vleck, and his very big yawn. At the

end zillions of creatures are fast asleep. For grades 2-4.

RC34059 Seuss, Dr. I AM NOT GOING TO GET UP TODAY!

BR07339 A sleepy boy vows that "today's my day for woozy-

snoozy zizz-zzz" and that nothing will get him out of

bedneither being shot with peas and beans, nor even
bringing out th United States Marines. For grades K-3
and older readers.
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RC33846 Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. GO TO SLEEP,
NICOLAS JOE.

"Go to sleep, Nicholas Joe." "I can't." The whole

world's awake, Daddy." So begins Nicholas Joe's
humorous fantasy flight from country to country on his
magic sheet, where he puts to bed adult after adulteven
a king and queen and his own mother and fatherbefore
settling down to a good night's sleep. For preschool -

grade 2.

BR03086 Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. NATE THE GREAT
GOES UNDERCOVER.

Nate the Great, junior sleuth, takes his first night case
the mystery of the garbage snatcher. He must go under

cover of the garbage-can lid to find the culprit. For
grades K-3. Print/Braille.

RC09178 Showers, Paul. SLEEP IS FOR EVERYONE.

A wide-awake look at the importance of sleep, w"-iat

happens to the brain when we sleep, and why some

people need more sleep than others. For grades 1-3.
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RC21340 Shreve, Susan Richards. THE BAD DREAMS OF A

GOOD GIRL.
Lottie is sick and tired of being the kind of girl that

teachers and other mothers hold up as a good example.

With three older brothers who are always in t;ouble,

Lottie feels she has to be responsible and to make good

grades. The only thing she can do is dream about being

bad until one of her worst dreams threatens to come true.

Sequel to "Family Secrets." For grades 3-6.

RC09789 Silverstein, Alvin. SLEEP AND DREAMS.

Explains what researchers have discovered about the
mysterious third of our livesthe time we spend asleep.

For grades 6-9.

CBF1447 Simmonds, Posy. THE CHOCOLATE WEDDING.

An overindulgence in chocolate the night before her

aunt's wedding causes Lulu to have some very strange

dreams. For grades K-4.

RC22442 Skofield, James. ALL WET! ALL WET!

A poetic text describes the sensuous rainy-day world of

the woods, following the doings of the woodland creatures

from dawn into the dark of summer night. For grades K-3

to share with their parents.
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RC16317 Sleator, William. INTO THE DREAM.

Classmates Paul and Francine discover they are dreaming
the same frightening nightmare. Their search for an
explanation leads them to a little boy with extraordinary

telepathic and psychokinetic powers, and their dream be
comes a terrifying reality. For grades 5-8.

BR07542 Snyder, Dianne. THE BOY OF THE THREE-YEAR NAP.

Taro, the son of a poor widow, is the laziest person in the

village. All Taro does is eat and sleep, sleep and eat.

When a rich merchant builds a mansion next door, Taro

hatches a plan to marry the merchant's daughter. But
Taro's mother has plans of her own, and Taro gets more
than he bargained for. For preschool - grade 2 to share
with older readers. Print/Braille.

RC07703 Southall, Ivan. BENSON BOY.

During a stormy night, with his mother about to have a

baby and his father unconscious from a fall, 11-year-old
Perry Benson takes charges. A humorous, suspenseful
adventure for grades 4-7.

RC33574 Stamper, Judith Bauer. TALES FOR THE MIDNIGHT
HOUR.

Seventeen shol t, frightening tales "guaranteed to keep
you awake and shivering with fear." For grades 6-9.
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RC26339 Stepto, Michele. SNUGGLE PIGGY AND THE MAGIC
BLANKET.

When Snuggle Piggy was just a tiny baby his Aunt Dit:sy

made him a beautiful blanket and decorated it with

cutouts of an array of animals. However, she does not

know that at night they magically come alive and sing
and dance Snuggle Piggy to sleep. For preschool - grade 2.

RC15304 Stewart, A. C. DARK DOVE.

Sixteen-year-old Margaret McNeil is worried about her
dour, self-centered father and his dreams of disaster,

which unfortunately prove to be prophetic. For grades
7-9.

RC30778 Stolz, Mary. STORM IN THE NIGHT.

Thomas, Grandfather, and Ringo the cat are left in the
dark by a fearsome thunderstorm. There is little that
they can do without electricity, so Grandfather decides to
tell Thomas a story from his boyhoodwhen he was
afraid of thunderstorms. For preschool grade 2.

BR00280 Thayer, Jane. QUIET ON ACCOUNT OF DINOSAUR.
A story relating how Mary Ann found a real, live
brontosaurus, which had been sleeping in a cave for 60
million years, and took it to school as a pet. For grades
2-4.
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C1111412 Van Allsburg, Chris. JUST A DREAM.
When he has a dream about a future Earth devastated by
pollution, Walter begins to understand the importance of
taking care of the environment. For grades 2-4.

RC27807 Wahl, Jan. HUMPHREY'S BEAR.
After they go to bed at night, Humphrey's toy bear,
which used to be his father's, takes him on a delightful
adventure. For preschool - grade 2.

RC17038 Warner, Gertrude Chandler. THE LIGHTHOUSE
MYSTERY.

The Alden children are delighted when their grandfather
agrees to rent a lighthouse for the summer. But night
visits by an intruder and the unfriendly behavior of a
neighboring boy add unexpected danger to the holiday.
A Boxcar Children story for grades 4-7.

BRO1967 Webb, Addison. SONG OF THE SEASONS.
Pie year-round activities of bees, raccoons, bears, and
squirrels as they have babies in spring, learn in summer,
fast in fall, and sleep through the winter. For grades 2-5.
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RC19127 Weik, Mary Hays. THE JAZZ MAN.

Lame and lonely, isolated because he lives on the top

floor of a Harlem tenement, young Zeke loves listening to

the jazz pianist in a neighboring apartment. But when

Zeke's real troubles begin, not even the Jazz Man or his
musical dreams can help. A heartfelt story for grades 3-6.

BR07945 Weiss, Nicki. WHERE DOES THE BROWN BEAR GO?

"When the lights go down/On the city street,/ Where

does the white cat go, honey ?/Where does the white cat

go?/" Thus begins this simple bedtime story told in

rhythmic verse. For preschool - grade 2. Print/Braille.

RC33083 Wiesner, David. HURRICANE.

David and George will never forget the night of the

hurricane. They had supper by the fireplace and listened
to the creaks and grots, and sometimes great roaring
sounds, coming from outside. That night David and

George took a hurricane lamp to bed with them. And the
next day, the huge fallen elm became a magical place,

transporting them on adventures limited only by their
imaginations. For grades K-3.
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RC30403 Winthrop, Elizabeth. MAGGIE AND THE MONSTER.

Why does a noisy, troublesome monster with big, hairy

feet come to Maggie's room every night? When Maggie

finally learns of the monster's problem, she knows

exactly how to help. For preschool - grade 2.

BR05315 Wiseman, Bernard.. MORRIS TELLS BORIS MOTHER
MOOSE STORIES AND RHYMES.

When Boris the Bear asks for a bedtime story, his friend
Morris the Moose offers to tell some of the Mother

Moose stories and rhymes that his own mother told him

when he was young. Slap-happy ;tumor for grades K-3.
Print/Braille.

BRO6117 Wood, Audry. THE NAPPING HOUSE.

A snoring granny, a dreaming child, a dozing dog, a

snoozing cat, and a slumbering mouse in the napping

house are disturbed by a wakeful flea. A cumulative tale.
For preschool grade 2. Print/Braille.
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RC30023 Wright, Betty Ren. A GHOST IN THE WINDOW.

Meg, whose parents are divorced, does not like being

shipped off to her father while her mother goes on

vacation. She finds her father ready to marry Mrs.
Larsen, his landlady. Mrs. Larsen's son, Caleb, is
taunted about his dead father who allegedly stole $50,000

from a bank. When Meg begins dreaming that Mr.
Larsen is calling her, she knows that she must help be

cause her dreams seem to come true. Sequel to "The
Secret Window." For grades 6-9.

RC26321 Wright, Jill. THE OLD WOMAN AND THE WILLY

NILLY MAN.

The old woman absolutely cannot stand another sleepless

night with her shoes dancing and singing uncontrollably.

She goes to the Willy Nil ly Man, a dirty, grumpy, scary,

witch man who lives deep in the woods, for help. When

he makes matters worse by having the shoes dance all

night with her in them, she fixes him but good. For

grades K-3.
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RC29668 Wrightson, Patricia. MOON DARK.

Blue, a fisherman's dog, is increasingly bothered by a

war between bush rats and bandicoots, as well as the

sudden mysterious presence of Red Dog. Much seems

somehow wrong in this remote area of Australia since

more humans have moved in and encroached on the

animals' territory. One dark night, the animals call on

the ancient moon spirit who explains the problem that

the humans have causedand only the animals can
correct. For grades 4-7.

BR07903 Yolen, Jane. OWL MOON.

On a cold winter's night, under a bright full moon, a

young girl and her pa trek into the woods to see the
Great Horned Owl. For preschool - 'grade 2. Caldecott
Medal. Print/Braille.

Cl3F1402 Yolen, Jane. SLEEPING UGLY.

When beautiful Princess Miserella, plain Jane, and a

fairy fall under a sleeping spell, a prince undoes the spell
in a surprising way. For grades 2-4.
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RC28830 Yolen, Jane, ed. WEREWOLVES: A COLLECTION OF

ORIGINAL STORIES.

A collection of fifteen stories about werewolves by a

variety of authors. Some of the stories are set in a real
time and place; for example, a werewolf tracked into the

cemetery by Nazis. Some are set in the future, and some

star young people on camping trips or in rock bands.

For grades 5-8 and older readers.

RC25919 York, Carol Beach. ON THAT DARK NIGHT.

Allison Morley's best friend, Julie Whitcomb, is disturbed

by weird thoughts that she's lived a "past life." After Julie

and her mother return home from a trip to Greenbridge, a

small town about an hour's drive away, Julie's convinced

that she lived there eight years earlier. A chilling story for

grades 5-8.

RC28090 Ziefert, Harriet. GOOD NIGHT, LEWIS!
Lewis does not like to go to bed! Mama finally figures

out that it is because he is afraid of the dark, and finds a

nifty s6.ution to the problem. For preschool - grade 2.
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eaufirur fadi

Narfie

Address

Age Reader Number

I would like a copy of this bibliography in:
Braille Cassette Computer Disk

I would like to order the following books: RC26321
RC07703 RC14535 RC21845 RC26339
RC07918 RC15304 RC22035 RC26528
RC08743 RC15424 RC22435 RC26831
RC08937 RC16272 RC22442 RC27528
RC09178 RC16317 RC22447 RC27807
RC09196 RC16677 RC22666 RC27808
RC09789 RC16722 RC22779 RC28090
RC10402 RC17038 RC22906 RC28196
RC10655 RC17434 RC23390 RC28420
RC11370 RC17827 RC23473 RC28687
RC11588 RC18631 RC23550 RC28830
RC11594 RC18900 RC25047 RC29619
RC11968 RC19127 RC:25051 RC29632
RC12352 RC19718 RC25131 RC29668
RC12382 RC20429 RC25340 RC29756
RC12716 RC21340 RC25544 RC29870
RC12764 RC21349 RC25753 RC20023
RC12920 RC21767 RC25919 RC30403
RC13540 RC21793 RC26204 RC30728

Please fold with the address on the back showing and return to the Library, Free Matter.
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RC30778 CBF1412 BR04049 BR07037
RC30848 CBF1447 BR04219 BR07112
RC30856 CBF1560 BR04826 BR07124
RC31512 CBF1830 BR05245 BR07339
RC31898 BR05264 BR07464
RC32528 RD14858 BR05315 BR07506
RC32783 BR05460 BR07508
RC32808 BR00267 BR05502 BR07542
RC33073 BR00280 BR05606 BR07714
RC33083 BR00776 BR05614 BR07847
RC33180 BR00974 BR05617 BR07903
RC33574 BR00975 BR05826 BR07918
RC33710 BR01967 BR05909 BR07925
RC33738 BR02232 BR05919 BR07945
RC33846 BR02315 BR06117 13R08240

RC34055 BR02431 BR06128 BR08902
RC34059 BR02455 B1:06138
RC36183 BR03037 BR06436 FBC113
CBF1260 BR03086 BR06767 FBC167
CBF1357 BR03739 BR06790
CBF1402 BR06956

Free Matter for the
Blind & Handicapped

Children's Programs
Bureau of Braille and Talking Book Library Services
420 Platt Street
Daytona Beach, FL 32114-2804
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This bibliography is available on cassette or in braille. If you wish to
receive it in one of these formats rather than i4rge print, makeyour request
on the order form.

This public document was promulgated at an issue cost of $261.70 or
$0.1745 per copy, to inform patrons of the State of Florida's Department
of Education, Division of Blind Services, Bureau of Braille and Talking
Book Library Services, and all others for whom information contained in
this bibliography is important.



Bureau of Braille and Talking Book Library Services
420 Platt Street
Daytona Beach, FL 32114-2804
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